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School Reminders, Requests
& Information
Welcome to this week’s
Newsletter

Dates for your diary
17-22.02.2020
24.02.2020

Happy Monday! Glad to see we have weathered the
storm! First of all many thanks to all who supported our Discos.
The children had a great time! As you know, funding for
schools remains tight and we rely on these events to raise
money to enhance the learning experience of our children.
We are having lots of books donated to the school which we
gratefully receive! If you find you have a pile of unwanted children's books, please think about donating them to the school.

Half term holiday—school closed
School & Nursery reopens

School finishes at normal home time, 3.30pm on Friday 14th February.
If your child is absent from school the day before or the day after this halfterm (or any school holiday), you must provide evidence, such as a G.P.
appointment card, NOT a letter). If you cannot get an appointment,
please bring him or her into school and our First-Aider will check your
child and provide a note for our records. Thank you.

Our science week has started with a bang! Do ask the children
about their science learning.
I hope you have a lovely week.
Alexander Banks
Headteacher

Term Dates 2019/2020

Spring Term 2020

Letters home this week:

First Half:

06.01.2020–14.02.2020

Half Term Holiday:

17.02.2020– 21.02.2020
(school closed)

Second Half:

24.02.2020– 03.04.2020

Summer Term 2020

Friday Brain Teaser

First Half:

20.04.2020-21.05.2020

VE Day:

08.05.2020
(school closed)

Last week’s Brain Teaser:

Half Term Holiday:

22.05.2020–29.05.2020
(school closed)

What has hands but can’t clap?

Second Half:

Answer: A clock

01.06.2020– 17.07.2020

The current term dates and term dates for 2020-2021 are available
on the school website.
Joker’s Corner

Follow us on twitter @wessexgardens

Tea with the Head

Nursery

This week the children have been learning about alliteration by playing games and
looking at our new 'Alliteration Book.' The book consists of photos of the
children holding objects corresponding with the initial sound in their names. We
have also explored the doll's house small-world play and made some houses using
different shapes such as squares, rectangles and triangles. The children then went for
a shape hunt taking photos of shapes around them.

Reception What an out of this world week we've had in Reception! We've continued our journey
through space and are focussing on the story 'Aliens Love Underpants'. We saw an
AMAZING performance of the story on Tuesday and were so excited to act it out in
our small world areas after that! We've been working hard on learning our new
sounds and have been looking at doubling in maths. Please do look out on Tapestry
for the activities we've been doing; maybe there are some you could do at home!

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

What a brilliant week we've had! Our journey through space continued and we saw
an INCREDIBLE performance of the story 'Aliens Love Underpants' on Tuesday. The
children loved listening to the story and used it to inspire their own storytelling. They
had the chance to use some of their new vocabulary and ideas to tell us some
fabulous space stories (look out for them hanging in the classroom!) and have been
working hard to find links between calculations in maths. Their hard work at home on
learning their number bonds to 10 is really showing - thank you to all the parents who
are helping with this and keep up the good work!
We have had such an excellent week in Year 2! We have been reading Claude in the
City in English lessons and have been doing some writing based around the story. We
will continue with this story - be sure to ask your children about Claude's adventures!
In maths, we have begun learning about statistics (eg. creating surveys and tally
charts, as well as understanding them). In science, we have continued learning
about humans and animals. This week, we learned about how humans grow from
being babies to the elderly, and talked about what it's like for humans at each stage.
We have also had some pretty exciting and active PE lessons and a very
informative RE lesson about different religious festivals.
This week in Year 3, we have had such an exciting time planting chilli plants and
placing them on our windowsills. We learnt all about the right conditions needed for
plants to grow. We would like to thank our lovely 'Pro Planters' from Year 5, who
came in to teach us all about planting. We now have a great deal of knowledge
surrounding plants and are keen to watch out little chilli seeds grow into wonderful
chillies!
In English, the children have been writing newspaper reports based on an event in
Varjak Paw. This has involved looking at the features of newspaper stories and
attempting to write in the same style. The children have been investigating area of
rectangles and rectilinear shapes in mathematics. We have continued studying sound
in science. Our computer science project has been to make short animations using
stop-motion.
An eventful week for Year 5, we started our newspaper report about a boy lost in
space, based on our book Cosmic. The children have worked very hard to conquer our
maths topic of squared numbers confidently. In science, we made parachutes, and
investigated whether a larger surface area will reach the ground quicker than a
smaller surface area. In topic, we are reviewing longitude and latitude. I look forward
to seeing you all at Parents Evening.

Thank you to all parents and carers who attended the Family Reading Morning numbers are rising and it was very encouraging to read so many positive comments in
the reflection book. It would be lovely to see even more of you there next time (the
last Friday morning of every month). It has been mock week this week and both
classes have been keen to show what they have learned in maths and English since
September. We are very impressed with the concentration and commitment
that they have shown and are proud of their positive attitude to learning.
Our science focus has continued with a lesson on the circulatory system - please ask
your child what happens to a drop of blood as it leaves the heart and listen out for
some technical vocabulary! This lesson will be followed up I our next
English tasks, where we will be preparing to write an explanation text.

Children invited to Tea with the Head this week
were:

Pine
Chestnut
Palm
Redwood
Oak
Cedar
Hawthorn
Hazel
Acacia
Sycamore
Magnolia
Mahogany

Amirah
Henrique
Livia
Mohammed
Paula
Fatimah
Izabel
Dayana
Laura
Sebastian
Ilyas
Leah

Well done!

Stars of the week this week are:
Wonderful Work of the Week:
Canfidan, Redwood class
Terah, Palm class
Samuel, Pine class
Arash, Chestnut
Superstar of the Week:
Monique, Redwood class
Ebuka, Palm class
Shayesta, Chestnut class
Certificate of Merit:
Alea, Cedar class
Chanelle, Hawthorn class
Marysia, Hazel class
Hussein, Sycamore class
Certificate for settling in so well:
Matteo,
Class Merit:
Mahogahy & Magnolia classes

Attendance and Punctuality this week
Attendance % Lates
Chestnut
Pine
Palm
Redwood
Cedar
Oak
Hawthorn
Hazel
Acacia
Sycamore
Magnolia
Mahogany

97%
93%
98%
95%
97%
98%
94%
99%
99%
92%
99%
99%

5
0
1
1
2
1
8
4
2
7
0
4

No classes achieved 100% attendance this week. Hazel
Magnolia and Mahogany classes—so close!

